The Technical Documentation Designer oversees the development, updating, validation and publication of technical documents required for the certification and maintenance of our products.

**MISSIONS**

1. **ANALYZE CHANGES**
   - in products or maintenance plans
   - Manage changes in technical publications

2. **DESIGN**
   - digital content using virtual or augmented reality for MRO and training

3. **IN PROJECT MODE, MANAGE**
   - the creation, maintenance and validation of the product support system

4. **OVERSEE SUBCONTRACTED SERVICES**
   - in line with cost and delivery requirements

5. **ENSURE THE PUBLICATION**
   - of digital maintenance data and documents

**JOB PROFILE**

- **ENGINEERING, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC AND MECHATRONIC PRODUCTS**
- **TEAMWORK**
  - Multicultural environment
- **PROJECT MANAGEMENT**
  - Cross-functional interactions
- **AN APPETITE FOR NEW DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES**
  - (3D, augmented reality, etc.)
- **A METICULOUS APPROACH TO GUARANTEE THE QUALITY**
  - of technical publications

**A FAST EVOLVING JOB**

Technical Documentation Designers operate in a fast-changing environment. They must integrate new customer service challenges and the transformations driven by digital technologies.

- **NEW DIGITAL STANDARDS**
  - Digital documentation, S1000D standard, digital portal
- **4.0 SERVICE REQUIREMENTS**
  - Agility, efficiency, excellence
- **DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL CONTENT**
  - Virtual and augmented reality

About 170 persons perform this job group-wide.